
Hurley U11s 138-6 (20 overs) beat Cookham Dean U11s 103 All Out by 35 runs 
 
The Hurley U11 Lions maintained their 100% record with an excellent performance, and 
comfortable victory over a game Cookham Dean team.  
 
Having won the toss and chosen to bat, Hurley made a solid opening partnership of 19 
before Ewan Ballard was bowled by a slower, flighted delivery. The cricketing equivalent of 
Torvill and Dean, Ollie Dawkins and Blake Dyson, batted superbly to combine quick singles 
and meaty drives, on a low bouncing pitch. A chanceless, measured innings by Dawkins and 
typically quick-footed, busy knock by Dyson, both retiring for 25 at a run a ball, set an 
excellent foundation for the remainder of the innings. 
 
Louis Skelton batted sensibly, but dispatched some high deliveries with great aplomb, 
including a flat six, for a season's best 20 off 17 balls before being bowled by a ball that kept 
low.   
 
Hurley were able to keep up the momentum, with contributions down to the order to post a 
commanding total of 138-6, despite some keen bowling and fielding from Cookham. 
 
In response, a tidy opening spell from Ollie and Charlie put Cookham behind the run rate 
from the early stages. However, all the top three contributed, with Mulchaey batting 
superbly throughout for his 26 and at the mid-point the game was evenly matched. Blake 
Dyson made the early breakthrough, and following Mulchaey's retirement, Hurley were able 
to chip away at the remaining batsman, Ewan Ballard picking up 2-13 with his medium pace 
wobblers. 
 
Some superb ground fielding from all the Hurley fielders, ensured every single was a risk and 
three run outs ensued, with particular mention to Archie McGuiness, with an arrow like 
throw from the boundary, and tremendous catch in the covers - like plucking apples from a 
tree (do kids still do that?). Once again Louis 'Safe Hands' Skelton was involved in more 
dismissals than a tabloid newspaper in recent times, an additional mentions for Dyson (2-
27) and Charlie Peplow (2-7); once again proving the most miserly of bowlers. 
 
The result takes Hurley to the top of the division. 
 


